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The purpose of this paper is to summarize the results of observations
on temperature and salinity in the different areas off Dakar and Takoradi
over the past 6-7 years. The work is based mainly on the material'collected
by the research expeditions organized by the Baltic Institute of Marine
Fisheries and Oceanography during 1957-~~.
Besides was used the material of all Soviet and of a number of foreign
expeditions that were working during this period in the areas of Cape·Verde·
and Gulf of Guinea, as well as the data collected at the hydrometeorological
stations in Dakar and Kotonu.
The area covered by the investigationsextends from the borders of the
territorial waters to the depths of the order of 2000m. By the Dakar area
is understood the oceanic region which is situated between Cape Verde and
the mouth of River Gambia, and by the Takoradi area the region from 3°W to
the Greenwich meridian.· To describe these two areas were used the observations
for the period of 1957-1962, ~omprising 370 stations for the area of Dakar
and 362 stations for that of Takoradi. A sporadic character of these observations, however, reduces their value.
To characterize the variability of water temperature and·salinity the·
mean charts of the T-S values were constructed for different layers.Because
of the scattered pattern of bydrological stations within the boundaries of
these areaS, in order to obtain the mean values for the whole area an average
value had to oe taken for the area with due account of the space distribution
between the isotherms and isoha~ines.
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There are several water masses in both areas: the equatorial waters (to
the depth of 30-35m), the tropical water mass (30-200 m), and·. the At}.antic
water maSs proper (over 200 m). Besideq a coastal water mass is traced in
the vicinity of the river Gambia. Consequently, for characterizing the variability of the oceanological features of the water masses in both areas the
following sub-areas were defined:
A - with depth up to 30 m
B - from 30 m to 200 m
C - over 200 m
Solid lines on Figs. 1 and 2 show the long-term temperature values of
the surface waters for each sub-area, and the dotted lines denote the longterm averages for the near-bottom layers. For sub-area B a 500 m layer is
used instead of the near-bottom layer. This was found possible (see ~elow)
for the Dakar area o~ly.
In view of the lack of data on salinity we shall limit ourselves to the
pattern of its distribution by the hydrological seaSons.
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The analysis of t~e long-term averages of temperatu;~~alinity has enabled
us to define thehydrological seasons' from their changes during aperiod of
6-7 years, i.e., during a longer period than that used by Berrit (1) and
Louis Vincent-Cuaz (3).
The area of Dakar
~ydrological conditions of the area are determined by the interaction of
the Canary'current,·the northern branch of the Equatorial counter-current
and the local circular current in the Goret Bight. The·hydrological regime
of the area is greatly affected by the continental outflow and by the regime
of prevailing winds.
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The ~ongterm average values of the surfaee water temperature within the
area do not differ by more than 4°, and those of salinity not by.more than
1.5-2.0~. In·view of the seasonal changes of the c~imato~ogieal factors
the maximum va~ues of salinity during the year are elear~y observed in MayJune and those of temperature in July-Oetober;· the minimum temperatures
are observed in February-March, and minimum salinity values in August-September. In separate years the temperature values of the·near-bottom waters
within the area differ by as mueh aS 17°, whereas the salinity values differ
by not more than 2~. Minimum and maximum temperatures of the near-bettom
waters are disp~aeed in time by one month, and those of the 500 m depth by
2-3 months.
In th~ area of Dakar two.hydrologieal per~~ds can be distingui~hed:
1.
A cool period (seeond half of Deeember till·mid-May) when the long-term
, average temperature of the surface waters is ~8°-24°0, and that of th~
near~bottom layers (starting from 500 m) from 9° te 19°0. Thisperiod
can be considered as aperiod of higher salinity. The long-term sa~inity
averages in the upper 500 m water layer vary within the range of 35.2 to
36 ~ . ,
..
2.
A warm period ~asting from mid-May till the first half of December. The
long-term averages ef the surface water temperature rise to 28-29~0. The
temperature ef the near-bottom waters at a depth.ef 200 m rises by 4°, at
a depth ef about 30 m by 9°, 'and in the 500 m ~ayer.by 3°. With respect
to the distribution of the leng-term averages of salinity this peried
'
can be divided inte 2 parts: ~) higher salinity (mid-May ti~l mid-JulY)'whe~
salinity,varies within 35.0-36.0~,
and·2) lower salinity (mid-July till
first half of December) during which the leng-term averages ef salinity
are within the limits of 35.5-33.2~; at this time the thickness ef the
upper freshened layer dees not exceed 20-30 m.
The area ef Takoradi
This area is in the·zone encompassed by the Guinea current. The subsurface waters, especially in the eastern part· of the arel9. are in:'our epinion
affected by the water ~edges of the cold~enguela curr~nt.
·In contrast to the area ef Dakar, the hydrolo~'
_
gieal regime of the Takoradi area is less influenced by the seasonal air temperature f1uctuations, precipitation and continenta1 eutflow. Fluctuations of
the average long-term values of water temperature and salinity during the year
show two maximum and two m~fiimum values. The first decrease of salinity is
observed from the second half of April, and that of temperature from May;
sa~inity minimum is observed in May-June and temperature minimum in August.
The second, less important deerease of bo~h factars begins in September for
salinity, reaehing its minimum in December, and in November for temperature,
reaehing the minimum in January.
Taking into consideration the obtained long-term averages of temperature
and salinity and the available·data from the neighbouring areas (2,3), one
may distinguish between·the following four hydrologieal periods'with more or
~ess st~ble hydrologieal eo~ditions:
1.
A.long warm period of lower salinity (from the beginning of February
til1 the end of June). The average long-term temperature of the surfaee
waters is 25.0 to 29.1°0; the temperature of the near-bottom waters at
a depth ef 30 m is frem 19.5° to 26°0; and at a depth ef 200 m from 18.0°
te 22.0°0. Salinity of'the surface waters is 34.0-34.8 ~t and at the
bott~m 35.0-~.6':~.

'

2 • . A leng ,cool peried ef higher salinity (frem July te mid-Octeber). The
leng-term average temperature of the surface waters in the eOastal part
ef the area equals 21°0 and in the seaward part amounts to' 24°0 •. The
respective temperatures of th~ near-bottom waters are 17.0° and 16.5°0.
Salinity of the surface waters amounts to '35.5 ~ and at the bettom to
abeut 35.4-35.8 ~.
3.

A.sho~·warm

eried of lower salinit (frem the second half of October
mid-December. The long-term average temperature. '01'· the surface
waters ~s 25°0 in the coastal part ef the area and.28.6°0 ever the eceanic
depths. Salinity is 34.2.~ and 35.2~, respectively. This period begins
in_th~_near-bottom water J.ayers at the secend half of September (Fig. 2).
til~
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4.
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A short cool eriod of hi h~alinit (from·the second half of December
to the beginning of February. The average long-term temperature of the
surface waters is 26.8°0 in' the eoastal part and 28.0°0 in the seaward
part·of,the area. The respeetive temperatures of the near-bottom waters
are 18.1° and 22.0°0. Salinity of the surfaee layers inereases to 34.8 ~
-34.9 ~, and at the . bottom remains within a range of 35.7-35.9 ~.
,

The analysis of sloping eurves (Ffg. 2)·shows that by its hydrologienl
eonditions the area of Takoradi should be related to the equatorial area.
Nevertheless, it is mainly intlueneed by the elimate of the southern hemisphere responsible for lengthy hydrologieal periods - this ~s called the
displacement of the thermal equator against the geographieal one.
It is worth mentioning that a eo~on feature cf ~he Dakar and Takoradi
,
areas is a decreased heat·eontent of the surfaee waters in the coastal regions'
permanently throughout all periods. This can probably be explained by the
permanent upwelling of the sub-surfaee waters. Our supposition is confirmed
by the pattern-of the distribution of nutrient salts and dissolved oxygen.
A temporary deeline of the eurve (Fig. 1) for sub-area B during the period
from April till July evidently shows the predominanee at this time of a
se~sonal warming of the surfaee waters of the coastal,sub-area A,for the area
of Dakar, as a more northward area with a greater amplitude of climatie
seasons.

e

The foregoing deeline of the long-term average temperatures of the near-·
bottom water layers in relation to the surfaee waters in the Dakar area in JulySeptember, and in the Takoradi area in April-June and Oetober-January, suggests
the upwelling of eooler subsurfaee waters as the main eause of the hydrologiea1
ehanges in these arens.
This inference is further supported by·the data on the distribution of the
long-term average salinities. Similar eonelusions on this point were drawn by
other reaearchers (3,4).
It must be noted that the periods of upwelling are in good agreement with
the periods of formation of dense near-bottom concentrations of sardinella
(on the figures shown.in the form of sh~~e-d areas under an index "a").
The deeisive influence of the upwelling faetor on the formation·of the
hydrologieal regime of the Dakar and Takoradi areaa (espeeially the latter)
suggests that it is necessary to carefully study the subsurface transformation
of water masses, the more so as until now the eurrent observations in the
area wereof only sp6radic and occasional character.
Summarr
On the basis of the material eolleeted by the Soviet and foreign research
expeditions and observations ofthe hydrometeorologieal shore stations in the
ports of Dakar and Kotonu, the long-term average values of temperature and
salinity of the sea water were obtained for the Dakar and Takoradi arens for
the period of 1957-1962.
In view of the existence in both areas of severa1 different wnter masses
the description of the variabi1ity of the long-term average values of the oceano10gical comp?nents is giv~n for the sub~areas.of different depths.
The analysis of the long-term average values of temperature and salinity
?ormitted to define the hydrological soasons (or periods) from the ehanges
of these factors.
Two.hydro1ogieal periods.were established.for the Dakar area:
1. A eool period of higher salinity (second half of November til1 mid-M~y).
2. A warm period which ean be further divided into periods of higher sa1inity
(mid-Maytill mid-July) and of lower salinity, (mid-July till second half of
December).
1.

2.

In the area of Takoradi 4 hyd~010gica1 periods were registere~~
A long warm period of 10wer salinity (beg~nning of February till end of June).
A long cool period of higher salinit~ (Ju1y ti11 mid-October).

'?,
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3.
4.

A short warm period 01' lower salinity (second half of October till mid. December).
A short-cool period 01' bigher salinity (s,econd'-half 01' December til1
beginning of February).

Both areas are characterized by an almost stable decline·of the heat content
in the surface waters 01' the coastal regions because 01' upwelling of the subsurface waters.
The upwelling 01' the·subsurface waters serves as the main cause 01' ~ydro
10gica1 changes, especia~~y in the Takoradi area.
The periods-of upwel1ingagree in time with the periods 01' formation 01'
dense commercially important concentrations 01' sardinella which makes it
possible to organize trawl fishi~g by means 01' bottom trawls.
In view of·the decisive influence of the upwelling on the formation of
the hydrological regime of these areas there is a necessity for a thorough
study of the subsurface transformation 01' water masses •
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The figures 1 and 2 mentioned in this paper were not
received with the manuscript.
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Figure 1.

The area of Dakar. The long-term average temperature
and the periods of formation of commercially
important near-bottom co~centrations of sardinella.

Figure 2.

The area of Takoradi. The long-term average-temperature
and the periods of formation of commercially
important near-bottom concentrations of sardinella •

